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Thermal Decomposition of Hydrated Graphite Oxide: A Computational Study
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We study the behavior of hydrated graphite oxide (GO) at high temperatures using thermally-accelerated
molecular dynamics simulations based on ab initio density-functional theory. Our results suggest that GO,
a viable candidate for water treatment and desalination membranes, is more heat resilient than currently
used organic materials. The system we consider to represent important aspects of thermal processes in
highly disordered GO is a hydrated GO bilayer in a vacuum. Our study provides microscopic insight
into reactions involving water and functional epoxy-O and OH groups bonded to graphene layers, and
also describes the swelling of the structure by water vapor pressure at elevated temperatures. We find
the system withstands simulation temperatures up to approximately 2500 K before the graphitic layers
start decomposing, implying the possibility of cleaning biofouling residue from a GO-based membrane by
heating it in an inert-gas atmosphere.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Lack of potable water is the most-urgent problem facing
humankind today. Although water in oceans is plentiful,
it requires desalination before human consumption [1].
The most-common desalination process is reverse osmosis
[2]. The key component of a reverse-osmosis desalination
plant is a strong semipermeable membrane that lets water
molecules pass through it but rejects ions. Current mem-
branes, based on polyamide and other organic nanoporous
substances, exhibit satisfactory ion rejection at acceptable
water-permeation rates [3], implying that new materials
should offer only marginal improvement in performance
[4]; however, these optimized membranes have serious
limitations in their mechanical, thermal, and chemical sta-
bility [5]. An urgent problem in all water treatment is the
formation of a biofouling residue that clogs the membrane
[5,6]. Cleaning this residue with chemical agents is of lim-
ited use for organic membranes, since such chemicals also
attack the membrane material [7,8]. The desalination com-
munity has long been waiting for a paradigm shift that
alleviates this problem [9,10].

Here we present results of an ab initio density-
functional theory (DFT) molecular dynamics (MD) sim-
ulation addressing thermally driven structural changes in
a bilayer of hydrated graphite oxide (GO) in a vacuum.
This rather artificial system is selected as a model to study
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microscopic details of the thermal decomposition of GO,
which has been demonstrated to allow water permeation
while rejecting solvated ions in the feed [11] when sand-
wiched in-between layers of carbon-nanotube buckypaper
and carbon fabric for containment and mechanical strength
[12]. To observe slow processes in the short time frame
of the simulation, we artificially raise the system tem-
perature in our thermally-accelerated MD studies [13].
At simulation temperatures up to 4000 K, we find that
water molecules in the interlayer region are rather decou-
pled from the GO layers and only marginally affect their
behavior except for swelling the structure by water vapor
pressure. In the presence of nearby water molecules, some
epoxy-O atoms move from their bridge to the on-top site,
turning into radicals and changing the configuration of the
connected carbon atom from sp3 to sp2. In a similar way,
in the presence of water, hydrogen atoms often detach from
adsorbed hydroxy groups and turn them into epoxy groups.
Both processes facilitate buckling and local fracture of the
graphitic backbone above 2500 K. At higher temperatures,
we observe the destruction of the graphitic backbone itself.
Oxygen atoms in the functional groups migrate from the
faces to the reactive exposed edges of the graphitic flakes,
turning GO into hydrophobic reduced GO (rGO), which is
not subject to swelling.

As indicated above, the vast majority of state-of-the-
art desalination membranes use nanoporous organic com-
pounds in the active layer. Yet as early as 1961, Boehm
[11] reported that GO [14,15], an inorganic compound
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related to graphite, is impermeable with regard to liq-
uids other than polar water. The same study [11] found
that GO is practically impermeable with regard to anions
but permeable with regard to cations. With a few notable
exceptions [16,17], the reported selectivity and permeation
by water were barely noticed by the membrane community,
since GO is essentially a disordered powder that is hard to
characterize and to contain.

GO has undergone serious characterization analysis
by experimental and theoretical techniques since its dis-
covery and the development of effective synthesis tech-
niques [14,15]. The basic conclusion is that GO partly
resembles what we now know as intercalated graphite,
by containing finite-sized graphene flakes, functionalized
mainly by O and OH groups, which are largely disor-
dered and separated by water molecules [18]. Progress has
also been made in improving flake alignment within this
layered system [19]. Interestingly, the presence of ther-
mally stable and electrically conductive graphitic material
has been observed to reduce biofouling in membranes
[20–29].

Whereas advanced experimental techniques have pro-
vided a significant amount of structural and chemical
information, microscopic knowledge of atomic-level pro-
cesses in GO is scarce due to its complex structure and
disorder, which changes in the presence of water. Proba-
bly the best description of swelling and thermal reduction
of GO to rGO to date is provided in the 1934 study by
Hofmann [18].

Computer simulations of this complex, disordered sys-
tem are seriously limited by the total simulation time and
the size of the system, where the quantum nature of inter-
atomic interactions is essential for a correct prediction of
atomic-scale processes. Thus, atomic-level studies of a
substance as complex as hydrated GO are possible only
in a model system that is much simpler, yet closely rep-
resents at least one of its aspects. Finding such an ideal
model system in nature is almost impossible. Theory, on
the other hand, deals with simplified model systems, pri-
marily to obtain an understanding of ongoing atomic-level
processes. Such studies then provide useful information
for only a limited number of phenomena observed in the
more-complex GO system.

Related theoretical studies have considered water flow
in-between GO layers [30,31] and inside carbon nanotubes
[32,33]. Most important for selective permeation by water
and rejection of ions were model studies of in-layer pores
within GO monolayers [12]. A pore consisting of a pair of
in-layer GO edges was characterized by the pore width, the
edge type being either armchair or zigzag, and termination
by H, O, or OH groups. The results of that study indicated
that selective permeation by water and rejection of ions is
possible for pores not narrower than 0.7 nm and not wider
than 0.9 nm, in agreement with the consensus in the water-
treatment community [3].

Thermal stability of GO and its disintegration at high
temperatures has been investigated theoretically in only a
few studies [34]. Yet the behavior of GO at elevated tem-
peratures is the key to answering the question of whether
GO membranes may be cleaned by heating, possibly in
an inert-gas atmosphere. A MD study of a model system
at elevated temperatures may reveal if OH and O func-
tional groups, which lower the mechanical strength of GO,
remain attached up to the temperature when C—C bonds
break, and thus induce the disintegration of the graphitic
backbone. A MD study should also reveal if interlayer
water turned to vapor may exert sufficient pressure to sepa-
rate adjacent GO layers, and whether water molecules may
exchange atoms and modify the structure of functional
groups.

Theory has the unique advantage of describing a hypo-
thetical system that should exist but is nearly impossible
to synthesize. The single purpose of such a system is to
study particular aspects of behavior that would be hard
to isolate in a more-complex system. The specific system
we address in this study is an infinite, defect-free bilayer
of graphite oxide, suspended in a vacuum, which contains
water molecules in the interlayer region in much the same
way as the bulk system does. This geometry also offers
the benefit of not suppressing changes in the interlayer
separation by artificial boundary conditions.

II. COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH

Our computational approach to study hydrated GO is
based on ab initio DFT as implemented in the SIESTA
[35] code. We use the nonlocal Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) [36] exchange-correlation functional in the SIESTA
code, norm-conserving Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials
[37], a double-ζ basis including polarization orbitals, and
a mesh cutoff energy of 180 Ry to determine the self-
consistent charge density. The hydrated bilayer of graphite
oxide, described by the Lerf-Klinowski model [38], is
shown in Fig. 1. Of the 308 atoms in the unit cell, there
are 96 carbon atoms in the two graphitic layers and 44
H2O molecules in the interlayer region. The remaining 32
H and 48 O atoms form epoxy-O and OH functional groups
covalently bonded to the graphene layer. We use periodic
boundary conditions throughout the study, with replicas of
the bilayer initially separated by a large distance of 30 Å.
While computationally rather demanding, the DFT PBE
energy functional is free of adjustable parameters and has
been used extensively to provide an unbiased description
of water and its interaction with solids [39,40].

Slow chemical processes pose a significant challenge to
atomistic MD simulations, which we use. Yet according to
a well-known chemical rule of thumb, the speed of a reac-
tion doubles on a temperature increase of 10 K. The high
computational cost of the ab initio force field and the large
size of the unit cell limit our calculations to approximately
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FIG. 1. Ball-and-stick models of a GO bilayer containing H2O
molecules in the interlayer region. (a) A 2 × 2 GO bilayer super-
cell in perspective view. dil is the interlayer distance. (b) The top
layer in top view displaying O atoms forming 1,3-epoxy groups
and OH groups chemisorbed on the graphene layer.

1 ps or less. To observe processes that occur in nature on
the timescale of seconds, within the short period of 1 ps,
chemical processes have to be accelerated by a factor of
1012. This may be achieved using an approach we call
“thermally accelerated dynamics.” If we take the above-
mentioned chemical rule of thumb seriously, to at least 1
order of magnitude, a desirable acceleration should occur
once the temperature of the system has been raised arti-
ficially by �T ≈ 200–2000 K. Consequently, processes
occurring during less than 1 ps at the simulation temper-
ature T are expected to occur at a much lower temperature
T − �T in nature on the timescale of seconds or longer.

We select simulation temperatures in the range from 500
to 4000 K to initially equilibrate the system for a period
of 60 fs by treating it as a canonical (NVT) ensemble
regulated by a Nosé thermostat. Following this equili-
bration period, the system is treated as a microcanonical
(NVE) ensemble to avoid artifacts caused by the thermo-
stat. We find that 0.3-fs time steps are sufficiently short
to keep the total energy in the NVE ensemble conserved,
while allowing the temperature to fluctuate, as seen in
Fig. 2. As expected, the temperature fluctuations increase
with system temperature T. In view of the relatively large
unit-cell size, the range of temperature fluctuations in
the NVE ensemble is adequate and should not affect our
conclusions.

III. RESULTS

Our MD results depicting the behavior of a hydrated-
GO monolayer at T = 500 K are presented in Video 1.
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FIG. 2. Temperature fluctuations during an NVE simulation
of the hydrated-GO-bilayer unit cell containing 308 atoms. The
temperatures at which each ensemble is initialized are indicated
by the labels and are discussed in the main text.

The reason for GO being hydrophilic is that the calculated
adsorption energy of 0.73 eV of an isolated H2O molecule
on GO exceeds its calculated hydration energy of 0.41 eV.
Still, this energy is rather low, so molecules surrounding
the monolayer detach easily and evaporate into the vac-
uum region above and below even on the short timescale
below 1 ps at 500 K.

As mentioned before, we consider a bilayer with water
contained in the interlayer region to keep GO hydrated.
Since water molecules detach easily above the top layer
and below the bottom layer, they do not affect the dynam-
ics of the bilayer and are omitted in our simulations. In our
periodic system, infinite hydrated bilayers are separated by
a substantial vacuum region that eliminates the interaction
between replicas even under the most-extreme conditions.

VIDEO 1. Microcanonical MD simulation of a hydrated-GO
monolayer that is initially equilibrated at T = 500 K, visualizing
the slow detachment of adsorbed water from both sides. A 3 ×
3 × 1 supercell is shown for clarity.
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VIDEO 2. Microcanonical MD simulation of a hydrated-GO
bilayer that is initially equilibrated at T = 500 K. A 3 × 3 × 1
supercell is shown for clarity.

In this geometry, all atoms in the bilayer are completely
free to move rather than being constrained in the out-of-
plane direction as they would be in bulk GO with imposed
periodicity in that direction.

A. Atomic motion at elevated temperatures

The results of our MD simulations for the hydrated-GO
bilayer are shown in Video 2 for T = 500 K, in Video 3
for T = 1000 K, in Video 4 for T = 1500 K, in Video 5
for T = 2000 K, in Video 6 for T = 2500 K, in Video 7 for
T = 3000 K, in Video 8 for T = 3500 K, and in Video 9 for
T = 4000 K. Statistical-temperature averages taken during
these runs indicate that the average temperature of a sys-
tem prepared for T = 500 K changes to 〈T〉 = 480 ± 17 K,
that of a system prepared for T = 1000 K changes to
〈T〉 = 1011 ± 37 K, that of a system prepared for T =
1500 K changes to 〈T〉 = 1466 ± 48 K, that of a system
prepared for T = 2000 K changes to 〈T〉 = 2091 ± 68 K,
that of a system prepared for T = 2500 K changes to
〈T〉 = 2622 ± 79 K, that of a system prepared for T =
3000 K changes to 〈T〉 = 2948 ± 94 K, that of a system
prepared for T = 3500 K changes to 〈T〉 = 3518 ± 111 K,
and that of a system prepared for T = 4000 K changes to
〈T〉 = 4204 ± 142 K in our NVE simulations. As stated
above, the temperature to observe a specific process on a
natural timescale is significantly lower than the simulation
temperature in our time-limited study.

These MD simulations results suggest that the GO lay-
ers containing water molecules in the interlayer region
remain intact below 2500 K. Nevertheless, these layers are
flexible, and their deviation from planarity increases with
temperature. With increasing temperature, liquid water
turns to vapor, which exerts an increasing pressure on the

VIDEO 3. Microcanonical MD simulation of a hydrated-GO
bilayer that is initially equilibrated at T = 1000 K.

VIDEO 4. Microcanonical MD simulation of a hydrated-GO
bilayer that is initially equilibrated at T = 1500 K.

containing layers and pushes them apart. At temperatures
close to 4000 K, the GO layers are destroyed, whereas the
water molecules appear to be unaffected.

Our finding that the graphitic backbone is the most-
resilient part of the hydrated GO bilayer is well known,
since bare graphene and graphite are known to survive
temperatures up to approximately 3820 K [41].

B. Swelling at elevated temperatures

The effect of increasing water pressure on the interlayer
distance dil at elevated temperatures is shown in Fig. 3. For
a given simulation temperature T, we plot the time evo-
lution of the average interlayer distance 〈dil〉 (t), defined
as an average separation d between C atoms in the top
GO layer and the bottom GO layer in the direction nor-
mal to the plane of the bilayer. The error bars indicate the
width of the distribution of d values across the unit cell.
At a constant water pressure, which increases with tem-
perature, we expect a constant acceleration, resulting in a
parabolic dependence of the interlayer distance dil on time
t if we ignore the pressure drop during the short period
considered. Quadratic fits to 〈dil〉 (t) are indicated by the
dotted lines in Fig. 3. As expected, the acceleration of
the interlayer separation, reflected in the harmonic coef-
ficients, increases with increasing temperature due to the
increasing water vapor pressure.

C. Coordination numbers at elevated temperatures

The simplest way to investigate the intactness of the
graphitic backbone is a simple study of the distribution of
the coordination number Z within the layer. In our study,

VIDEO 5. Microcanonical MD simulation of a hydrated-GO
bilayer that is initially equilibrated at T = 2000 K.
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VIDEO 6. Microcanonical MD simulation of a hydrated-GO
bilayer that is initially equilibrated at T = 2500 K.

we go through all 96 C atoms in the unit cell and count
all other C atoms that are closer than 1.94 Å, the aver-
age between the nearest and the second-nearest distance
in graphene, as nearest neighbors. This gives a discrete
histogram for every simulation. Instead of an awkward
comparison between seven histograms, we convolute the
δ functions of different strength at integer values of Z by a
Gaussian of FWHM of 0.5 and present the corresponding
distribution g(Z), with Z being a continuous variable now,
in Fig. 4 for the different temperatures. Since the integral
over g(Z) is normalized to 1, the area of a peak at Zi indi-
cates the probability of any C atom having coordination
number Zi.

Our results show a single peak at Z = 3 for temperatures
T � 2000 K, indicating that all carbon atoms maintain a
graphenelike local environment with three nearest neigh-
bors. At 2500 K we observe the emergence of a new peak
at Z = 2, which becomes more prominent at 3000 K, indi-
cating that some C—C bonds have been broken. Z = 2
carbon atoms are found at the edge of graphitic flakes
or within linear chains. A new peak at Z = 1 emerges at
T � 3500 K, indicating C atoms at the end of a C chain.
Finally, at T � 3500 K, we observe the emergence of iso-
lated C atoms with Z = 0 that are disconnected from the
backbone.

D. Pair correlation function at elevated temperatures

A well-defined quantity to characterize the structure
of the graphitic backbone is the pair correlation function

VIDEO 7. Microcanonical MD simulation of a hydrated-GO
bilayer that is initially equilibrated at T = 3000 K.

VIDEO 8. Microcanonical MD simulation of a hydrated-GO
bilayer that is initially equilibrated at T = 3500 K.

gC-C(r), which indicates the probability of finding a C
neighbor within a thin spherical shell of radius r around
a C atom. Unlike the above-defined g(Z), gC-C(r) can be
observed by x-ray or electron-beam diffraction. In a per-
fect sheet of graphene frozen at T = 0, gC-C(r) consists of
a series of δ functions, which are broadened and modified
at higher temperatures. We display the time-averaged pair
correlation function 〈gC-C(r)〉 as a function of the distance
r, obtained during our simulations, in Fig. 5 for MD runs at
different simulation temperatures. Our results indicate that
the shape of gC-C(r) does not change much from that of
graphene for T � 2000 K. At higher temperatures, how-
ever, 〈gC-C(r)〉 smoothes significantly, especially at larger
interatomic distances.

VIDEO 9. Microcanonical MD simulation of a hydrated-GO
bilayer that is initially equilibrated at T = 4000 K.
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FIG. 3. Interlayer distance dil, averaged across the unit cell, at
different simulation temperatures T as a function of time t.

E. Changes in functional groups and H2O at elevated
temperatures

One of the important questions to which our study pro-
vides an answer is whether the epoxy-O and OH functional
groups remain attached or whether they detach from the
graphitic backbone before it thermally disintegrates. This
information is important, since only functional groups that
are chemically bonded to the substrate will weaken its
structure locally and lower its melting temperature. A
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FIG. 4. Average distribution of coordination numbers Z within
the C backbone of the bilayer as a function of the simulation
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convoluted by a Gaussian with a FWHM of 0.5.
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useful guideline for the hierarchy of thermally activated
processes is provided by comparing the relevant bond ener-
gies. These amount to 3.1–4.0 eV for a single C—C bond,
4.1 eV for a C—O bond, and 4.5 eV for an O—H bond
[42]. Our results for the spread of interatomic distances
in Fig. 6 are indeed consistent with the hierarchy of bond
strengths and indicate that the functional groups generally
stay chemisorbed to a defect-free graphitic backbone until
its thermal destruction.

Exchange of hydrogen atoms between water molecules
occurs even at 0 ◦C, as evidenced by investiga-
tions of D2O/H2O ice interfaces [43]. Earlier self-
consistent charge-density functional tight-binding (SCC-
DFTB) studies of “dry” GO indicate that hydrogen migra-
tion occurs in this material at ambient temperatures [34].
In our simulations we observe the first hydrogen hop-
ping events at 2500 K, which represent both OH-water
and OH–epoxy-O exchanges. As mentioned above, the
high simulation temperature is necessitated by the limited
duration of our thermally-accelerated MD study. With no
time limit, the same processes will occur at much lower
temperatures in nature.

Oxygen—carbon bonds survive up to even higher tem-
peratures: OH groups remain attached to the graphitic
layers up to 3000 K, followed by the detachment of epoxy-
O groups at 3500 K. Some migration of oxygen atoms
is observed at 2500 K and is discussed in the Appendix.
SCC DFTB simulations reported oxygen-atom migration
at 1323 K [34], which is close to the exfoliation temper-
ature of GO in theoretical studies. Some results indicate
agglomeration of oxygen-containing groups to form highly
oxidized areas surrounded by nanodomains of pristine
graphene [44] during GO aging. The small unit-cell size
and limited simulation period do not allow us to judge if
this process really occurs.
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line) or water molecules (dashed line) and their closest hydrogen
neighbors as a function of T. Large error bars in the distribution
indicate detachment of atoms or exchange of atoms with nearby
molecules or radicals.

Epoxide groups were earlier shown to be of paramount
importance for the thermal decomposition of GO sheets,
since the C—C bond in an epoxy group breaks easier than a
regular graphitic bond. According to DFT calculations, the
barriers for this process are mostly less than 1.0 eV [45].
Aggregation of epoxy groups lower the barrier to approxi-
mately 0.6 eV. In the case of a linear arrangement of such
defects, a crack in the carbon sheet is formed in a process
dubbed “O-driven unzipping” [46]. We observe breaking
of C—C-bonds in epoxy groups at a temperature as low as
3000 K in our simulations.

Our simulations indicate a total destruction of the GO
backbone at T ≈ 4000 K, accompanied by the detachment
of small molecules as by-products. These by-products
are dominated by carbon monoxide, in line with pre-
viously published results [34], as well as carbon diox-
ide and water. As during the thermal disintegration of
other carbon allotropes [47], free-standing chains of sev-
eral carbon atoms are formed, stabilized by their high
entropy.

IV. DISCUSSION

As mentioned earlier, our attempt to provide atomic-
scale insight into processes occurring in hydrated GO at
elevated temperatures poses fundamental challenges and

must be seen as only a first step toward obtaining micro-
scopic understanding. The first limiting factor is the obser-
vation time. Activated processes, including oxidation and
reduction of solid surfaces, occur on the timescale of sec-
onds, whereas state-of-the-art ab initio calculations for unit
cells containing a few hundred atoms may address only
time intervals of approximately 10−12 s or less, requir-
ing—as in our study—several months of CPU time on
massively parallel supercomputers. We try to address this
problem using thermally accelerated dynamics; namely, by
exposing the system to an artificially increased external
temperature. Even though this approach does not allow us
to estimate at what temperature a particular process will
occur in nature, it allows us to judge if specific reactions,
such as migration of functional groups and their eventual
detachment from the GO substrate, occur at lower tem-
peratures than or at similar temperatures as the disintegra-
tion of the GO backbone that involves breaking of C—C
bonds.

It is true that the ab initio approach is time-consuming.
For this reason, the vast majority of atomistic MD sim-
ulations are based on parameterized force fields, which
offer a higher degree of numerical efficiency and allow
one to study the motion of several thousand atoms simul-
taneously. The CPU speed gain may be up to 3 orders of
magnitude, but still falls short of the 12 orders of magni-
tude needed to observe relevant reactions. The drawback
of parameterized force fields is their lack of universality
and quantitative predictability, which may lead to incor-
rect conclusions. In particular, force fields optimized for
bulk fluids need to be changed at interfaces and in situ-
ations where long-range electrostatic interactions play a
nontrivial role [48,49]. In spite of its high computational
demand, DFT is nominally free of parameters and inde-
pendent of predefined assumptions. The approach used in
this study has been validated, among other ways, by suc-
cessfully predicting static and dynamic properties of liquid
water [12], and should provide valuable information that
should complement large-scale studies with parameterized
force fields.

The second factor limiting our study is the arrange-
ment of small graphitic flakes, functionalized by epoxy
and hydroxy groups and separated by water, in realistic
GO material that is lacking long-range order. Our study
focuses on processes occurring on a pair of adjacent GO
flakes separated by water, but ignores their finite size.
Samples with different arrangements of GO flakes and dif-
ferent types of defects may behave very differently at high
temperatures.

Even though the presence of water in the interlayer
region does not affect the dynamics of the GO layers,
H2O molecules should in no way be considered as inert.
Selected reactions we discuss in the Appendix indicate
that hydrogen exchange between water molecules and
epoxy or hydroxy functional groups is rather common at
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elevated temperatures, still leaving water molecules among
the stable products.

After revealing the strong points and limitations of
our theoretical study, we must summarize what we have
really learned. Many of our findings confirm conclu-
sions based on chemical intuition. Water molecules remain
intact up to the disintegration point of the GO back-
bone, initiated by breaking of C—C bonds near adsorbed
functional groups. At high enough temperatures, liquid
water turns into vapor that exerts a significant pressure
on GO layers, separating them in a process known as
swelling [50–52]. The presence of oxygen in functional
groups is the microscopic reason for GO—unlike graphene
and graphite—being hydrophilic. We find this to be the
case in the Lerf-Klinowski model [38] of GO under-
lying our study, where the ratio of carbon to epoxy-O
is 6. Functional groups may move across the GO sub-
strate, often by intricate reactions involving adjacent water
molecules. Still, epoxy and hydroxy groups do not desorb
below the disintegration temperature of the GO back-
bone. At that point, these functional groups migrate to
the graphitic edges exposed after fracture and terminate
them.

We go to great lengths to automatically extract useful
information from the vast number of atomic coordinate
files collected during our MD simulations. Information
obtained in this way includes statistical data about temper-
ature fluctuations in Fig. 2, interlayer distances in Fig. 3,
atomic coordination numbers in Fig. 4, the C-C pair cor-
relation function in Fig. 5, and separation of functional
groups from the substrate in Fig. 6. Our collected data
for coordination numbers, pair correlation functions, and
C—O and O—H distances clearly show that the structure
of hydrated GO remains essentially unchanged up to the
simulation temperature T ≈ 2000 K. The only notable pro-
cesses occurring below this temperature are GO swelling
driven by water pressure, and buckling of the GO layers.
Both of them show increasing amplitudes with increasing
temperature.

We next subject our collected structural information to
a data-mining analysis to search for unusual processes.
We find that such unusual processes, which deserve the
attribute of “chemical reactions,” start occurring only at
T ≈ 2000 K. These include the fracture of the C—C bond,
leading to undercoordinated carbon atoms with coordi-
nation number Z < 3 and hydrogen-exchange reactions,
traced by the 〈d(C—O)〉 distribution, which occur more
frequently at high temperatures. Structural deterioration of
the carbon substrate becomes particularly visible in the
smoothing of the C-C pair correlation function 〈g(r)〉 at
high temperatures.

Starting at T ≈ 2500 K, we observe various reactions
involving hydroxy groups and epoxy groups chemisorbed
on GO layers and water molecules in the interlayer region.
The reactions of interest, many of which are detailed in

the Appendix, include hydrogen exchanges, interconver-
sion between OH and epoxy groups, and the formation
of peroxides, 1,3-epoxides, and monocoordinated oxygen
atoms.

Our study of a defect-free model system, a hydrated-GO
bilayer, does not address the reorientation of GO flakes
in the presence of water that is free to escape through
in-layer defects. Thus, dehydration and reduction of GO
to rGO at high temperatures is beyond the scope of this
study. Specific arrangements of GO flakes may block off
compartments of different size within the system. Water
contained in such compartments will exert pressure and
eventually burst the containing structure at high-enough
temperatures. This process, known as deflagration, may
occur across a wide temperature range, as also evidenced
in the experiment [53].

Our thermally accelerated MD simulations, while
revealing commonly occurring reactions, do not allow us
to estimate the temperature at which such reactions occur
in nature on an unlimited timescale. As discussed earlier,
the nominal simulation temperature may be seen as the
upper limit of the expected temperature range, with a real-
istic value being approximately 200–2000 K lower. Still,
we expect the sequence of thermal onsets of specific reac-
tions to remain the same in our 1-ps simulations and, at
reduced temperatures, under experimental conditions on
a much longer timescale. For realistic temperature esti-
mates, we may take recourse to what is known from the
experiment.

High-temperature behavior of GO, specifically its ther-
mal reduction, has been studied experimentally in a vast
number of publications, with most attention devoted to
Hummers GO. A comparative study of many GO sam-
ples produced in different ways revealed significant differ-
ences in their behavior [53,54]. Very impressive variations
occur in the deflagration temperatures, ranging from 194
to 325 ◦C, with Hummers GO covering the lower end
and Brodie GO covering the upper end of the temper-
ature range. Most differences in behavior are caused by
the size of GO flakes and functionalization on their faces
and edges, flake arrangements within the sample, and
the presence of water. Thermal decomposition of GO is
an exothermic process, which is slowed down below the
deflagration point by the evaporation of water [53].

Experimental data indicate that water escapes from GO
above 100 ◦C [55], followed by exfoliation in the temper-
ature range between 200 and 300 ◦C [53,56]. Along with
loss of water [53], almost all oxygen-containing groups
have been shown to disappear after heating to temperatures
above 200 ◦C [57]. At these temperatures, GO has trans-
formed to hydrophobic rGO, essentially graphitic carbon,
with no swelling propensity [55].

Comparison between processes observed at a particu-
lar temperature and our thermally-accelerated-dynamics-
simulation results indicates that the simulation temperature
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of T = 2500 K roughly corresponds to the temperature
range from 100 to 200 ◦C, which precedes formation of
rGO.

At still higher temperatures, most interesting processes
involve changes in the functional groups within rGO.
Oxygen-containing groups decorating the faces are likely
to migrate toward the reactive edges of disintegrating GO,
where they survive as carboxyl and carbonyl groups up
to the approximate temperature range 500–700 ◦C [55,58].
This finding is consistent with results of thermogravimetric
analyses of GO samples, which were prepared by various
methods [58] and displayed no weight loss above 600 ◦C
[57,59]. Analysis of data obtained by electron-energy-loss
spectroscopy and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy for GO
heated to different temperatures has revealed that epoxide
groups disappear above 400 ◦C, whereas hydroxy groups
remain present up to 1000 ◦C [60].

Further temperature increase leads to the detachment of
other functional groups and fracture of the C—C bonds
that initiates a gradual disintegration of GO. These pro-
cesses occur at the simulation temperature of 4000 K,
which should correspond roughly to T � 1000 K under
realistic experimental conditions with no time constraints.
Since processes at this stage are irreversible, this tempera-
ture range must be avoided during a thermal treatment of
GO membranes.

Even though many experimental results related to the
thermal decomposition of GO are controversial, there is
general consensus about the major trends. Differences
between published studies are likely related to inherent
variations in the microstructure of GO samples produced
by different techniques and subjected to different heat-
treatment protocols [58].

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we perform ab initio density-functional
theory molecular dynamics simulations addressing ther-
mally driven structural changes in a bilayer of hydrated
graphite oxide in a vacuum. This rather artificial system
is selected as a model to study microscopic details of
the swelling and thermal decomposition of hydrated GO,
which has been demonstrated to allow water permeation
while rejecting solvated ions in the feed [11] when sand-
wiched in-between layers of carbon-nanotube buckypaper
and carbon fabric for containment and mechanical strength
[12]. To observe slow processes in the short time frame
of the simulation, we artificially raise the system temper-
ature in our thermally-accelerated MD studies of a perfect
GO bilayer. Covering the temperature range [13] up to
4000 K, we find that water molecules in the interlayer
region are rather decoupled from the GO layers and only
marginally affect their behavior at moderate temperatures,
except for increasing swelling by water vapor pressure. In
the presence of nearby water molecules, some epoxy-O

VIDEO 10. Interaction of a water molecule with an OH group
attached to GO at the simulation temperature of 2000 K.

atoms move from their bridge to the on-top site, turning
into radicals and changing the configuration of the con-
nected carbon atom from sp3 to sp2. In a similar way, in
the vicinity of water, hydrogen atoms may detach from
adsorbed OH groups, converting them to epoxy groups.
Both processes facilitate buckling and local fracture of the
graphitic backbone above 2500 K. At higher temperatures,
we observe the destruction of the graphitic backbone itself.
Oxygen atoms in the functional groups migrate from the
faces to the reactive exposed edges of the graphitic flakes.
Depopulation of oxygen on the face of graphitic flakes
turns GO into hydrophobic rGO, which is not subject to
swelling.

Combining knowledge contained in a vast number of
experimental studies with the microscopic insight provided
by our simulations, we find GO not only very promising for
water treatment and desalination [11,12] but also thermally
very stable. Thus, exposing GO membranes—in an inert-
gas atmosphere containing water vapor—to temperatures
below 300 ◦C or even higher may offer a viable alternative
to chemical cleaning for removing biofouling residue.
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VIDEO 12. Formation of a 1,3-epoxide group and substrate
destabilization at the simulation temperature of 2500 K.

APPENDIX

1. Atomic-scale reactions at the surface of hydrated
GO

We subject the trajectory data of our MD simulations to
an automated data-mining process to learn about interest-
ing reactions that occur. These reactions are discussed in
the following.

Video 10 demonstrates the attraction of a water
molecule to a hydroxy group attached to GO, one of the
reasons that GO becomes hydrophilic, at 2000 K. The
dynamics of the rather-trivial reaction in this video, which
depicts temporary attachment of H2O to the oxygen in
the hydroxy group, illustrates the role of hydrogen bonds,
which are essential for the structure of ice and liquid water.
These bonds constantly emerge and break in liquid water.

Video 11 depicts a very different process; namely, split-
ting of the C—O bond in an epoxide group at 2500
K, followed by a hydrogen transfer from a nearby H2O
molecule. The hydrogen transfer is expected on the basis
of experimental data, which suggest that alkyl-OH groups
are stronger acceptors of hydrogen bonds than water, while
being comparable donors [61]. Thus, we may expect more-
frequent formation of long-lasting hydrogen bonds with
water being the donor and the OH group being the acceptor
than the other way around. Epoxy groups, which have alkyl
substituents, should then serve as even better hydrogen-
bond acceptors. The process starts with a vibration in the
three-membered ring constituting the epoxy group, during
which one of the carbon—oxygen bonds breaks, releas-
ing an estimated strain energy of 0.28 eV [62]. The singly
coordinated oxygen atom then captures a hydrogen atom
from an H2O molecule. As a result, the initial epoxy group
is converted to an OH group, whereas a water molecule
turns into an OH anion.

Video 12 illustrates unusual epoxy-bond scenarios
possible on a flexible substrate. During substrate vibrations,

VIDEO 13. Hydroxy-group detachment from GO at the simu-
lation temperature of 2500 K.

VIDEO 14. Chain reaction involving hydrogen transfers
between epoxy and OH groups at the simulation temperature of
2500 K.

second neighbors in the graphene lattice may come close
enough to bind with a “dangling” oxygen and thus form
a 1,3-epoxide group. This structure appears to be rather
stable at 2500 K, as also evidenced by its occurrence
in nature; namely, as a part of cytotoxic triterpenes sod-
wanones I and W from marine sponge species [63,64].
Eventually, the strain energy is released by the breaking
of a C—C bond in the substrate.

Video 13 illustrates the high stability of the bond
between a hydroxy group and the carbon substrate. This
bond eventually breaks at 2500 K in a process involv-
ing a low activation barrier of 0.27 eV according to DFT
calculations [65].

Video 14 shows how different types of oxygen-
containing groups may interconvert by hydrogen exchange
at 2500 K. The lowest activation energy for such an
exchange has been calculated to be 0.18 eV for OH and
epoxy groups in adjacent 1,2-sites, but to increase sig-
nificantly to 0.88 eV for 1,3-sites [65]. Our simulation
illustrates two exchange events for 1,3-sites in a chain
reaction involving hydrogen transfer. This process starts
with an OH-OH-epoxy arrangement. After two exchange
reactions, an epoxy-OH-OH configuration is formed. Evi-
dently, the activation barriers are easily overcome at this
high temperature, which results in frequent epoxy-OH
conversions.

As seen in Video 15, a similar process involving
hydrogen-exchange reactions may lead to the formation of
singly coordinated oxygen atoms instead of epoxy groups,
often facilitated by the puckering of the GO backbone at
2500 K. In the specific case visualized in the video, an
epoxy group and a nearby singly coordinated oxygen may
convert to a C-O-O-C peroxide structure. With its bond
enthalpy below 2.07 eV [41], the peroxide bond is very
weak and breaks easily, as seen further on in the video.
Besides an intermittent fracture of the C—C bond near

VIDEO 15. Hydrogen exchange followed by a C-O-O-C
peroxy-group formation at the simulation temperature of 2500 K.
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the functional groups, we do not observe serious structural
damage to the GO backbone at 2500 K.
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